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The Basics of System Selection…
…the importance of making the right choices.
The simplest definition for the goal of a structured
selection process might be “To get the right product
with the right services at the right price from the right
vendor at the right time.” This section will provide an
overview of the strategies to achieve this goal.

Strategies
Here is a brief summary of some of the core
strategies to employ in your selection process.
By Mark G. Haley & Mark B. Hoare
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hoosing a system for your hotel or hotel
company is an important decision for many
reasons. These decisions matter to you and
your hotel company, and the consequences of a poor
choice can be severe, impacting operations, profits
and guest service negatively for a long period of time,
not to mention impact on your career! And of course,
a wise decision has good impacts on all of the above.
Hotels buy things every day, some of low value and
short-term impact, like paper towels. Others are
costly with a profound long-term effect, such as a
Property Management System (PMS). This article will
outline most of the basic strategies and tactics in
making an informed, traceable and disciplined
approach to significant investments in hospitality
technology. Not surprisingly, the same strategies and
tactics can apply to purchasing almost anything else
in the hotel enterprise…such as those paper towels,
or cloth towels, or comforters.

•
Alignment with Business Strategies – This
concept is foundational, and essential to success. If
the enterprise is built around centralizing operations
and decision-making, you will make different
decisions than a decentralized organization, usually
built around unit-level autonomy and powerful GMs
•
Buyer Control – The hotel company needs to
assert and maintain control of the process. Don’t
allow your decision-making to be driven by a vendor,
but rather establish your criteria, requirements,
timeline, payment model, etc. internally and tell that
to the vendors.
•
Standardization – Utilize the selection
process to best standardize systems, process, training
methods and so on across the enterprise, whether
centralized or decentralized, to leverage the
investment for maximum benefit to the company.
•
Best-of-Breed vs. Integrated Suite – The
hotel company needs to make a strategic decision
between committing to a tightly-integrated suite of
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products versus buying the best system for any given
application. And then stick to that decision.
•
Drive Competition – Force the vendor
community to compete for your business, a challenge
the true sales professional relishes and lives for.
•
Set Expectations – Clearly define your
selection criteria, timelines for selection and
implementation at the outset of the shopping phase.
•
Communicate Specifics – Perhaps related to
the idea of Set Expectations above, ensure that you
give the vendors all the information required,
whether it is number of rooms, number of employees
to train or how many telephones you need for your
new PBX
In order to Communicate Specifics, you need to
document them. This documentation is at the core of
the Needs Analysis process, which is what we will
focus on in the next section. In the last section we will
cover the Request For Proposal (RFP) process and its
various alternatives and variations

Needs Analysis
In this section we spotlight the Needs Analysis
aspect of system selection, in plain English and
actionable terminology.
In Needs Analysis, you are simply defining and
documenting what your requirements are for the
new system (or whatever else you are buying). Some
of the “needs”, or requirements you must capture are
broad-brush, high-level, macro concepts. Others are
low-level, specific functional requirements that you
need the system to do for you. Another class of
requirements to capture tend toward the
quantitative, addressing questions like “How many
and how much?” Defining the services required to
implement and support your new system are yet
another set of needs to define. Let’s examine each of
these major categories.

High-Level Conceptual Requirements
This is where you would capture things like “As a
company, we have determined to move to true cloud

solutions over hosted, and hosted solutions over onpremises.” Another might be “Internet Protocol (IP)
interfaces are required for all interface systems
except for local PBX and call accounting systems.” An
example of an aspirational conceptual requirement
might “We require open Application Program
Interfaces (APIs) from the new system to any
potential interfaced system, such that the API
exposes most features of the system to the interfaced
systems.”
The point is, these are high-level statements of
where you want the new system to be able to take
the company. These should generally be suggested,
if not required, by a formal corporate IT Strategy
Statement that is then used to inform the needs
analysis for the current initiative and any others that
arise. Many companies will not have a documented
IT Strategy, in which case someone will need to work
with leadership to elicit the key concepts that the
enterprise chooses to operate undergoing forward.

Functional Requirements
These category of needs to document revolve
around “What do we need the system to actually do?”
For example, an extended-stay hotel will need the
ability to present Daily, Weekly and Monthly rates. A
convention hotel will need rich group block controls
and master billing capabilities. A global brand will
need the ability to present a user interface to the
hotel employee in multiple languages (you cannot
assume that a hotel worker in Shanghai will be able to
read English prompts on a PMS or CRS, right?), and
also the ability to present guest folio and similar
content in the language that the guest prefers.
Determining these functional requirements is
typically a holistic exercise, drawing on capabilities of
the existing system deemed “must have”, wish-list
items for features lacking in the current application
contributed by line employees and managers, and
features suggested by the specifics of that hotel
company’s unique characteristic. Perhaps the richest
source of functional requirements will derive from
interviews of operating managers and employees and
observation in the workplace by skilled individuals
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with a broad perspective on hotel operations and the
technology itself.

Quantitative Requirements
Although in many ways the easiest set of
requirements to assemble, gathering the detail for
this class of requirements is often tedious and error
prone. This is where you capture things like:
•

How many properties, rooms, countries and
segments need to be serviced?

•

How many devices, concurrent user seats,
rooms or other variables need to be licensed?

•

What interfaces to what other systems are
required, down to model and version number?

Existing system inventories, if accurate, are a big
help here. However, they often do not exist or are
outdated, so at a minimum need to be validated or
constructed from scratch.

Service Requirements
These are perhaps the most difficult and yet most
crucial set of needs to document. Generally, one
would look at services in two phases, Implementation
and On-going Support. Implementation services
begin with Project Management. Amazingly, many
vendors fail to build in a Project Management
component to their proposals, so they don’t invest in
the service and it lacks in performance. Also, the
client needs to be able to specify what Project
Management services they require. Other major
categories of Implementation Services include
Training and Interface Installation. Under Training,
address questions like:
•

How many people in each department need to
be trained?

•

Will it be instructor-driven classroom training
led by vendor personnel, ad hoc training by
hotel personnel after receiving Train-TheTrainer (TTT) instruction from the vendor or online training, live or recorded? Or some
combination?

•

When relative to go-live or opening will training
be conducted?

On-going Support requirements should detail hours
of support required, escalation paths, service level
agreements and more.
So, once you have documented these
requirements, what do you do with them? That will
be the subject of the next section, “The Request for
Proposal Process”

Request for Proposal (RFP)
In this section we will focus on the Request for
Proposal (RFP) and its cousins, the Request for
Information (RFI) and Request for Quotation (RFQ), in
plain English and actionable terminology.
A proper RFP is the reference standard for a
disciplined, documented, traceable and unbiased
selection effort. Formal RFPs are generally required
by law for substantial expenditures of public monies
and most public corporations have a policy requiring
an RFP process with at least three bidders for
acquisitions over some dollar threshold.
At a minimum, an RFP will include:
•

Background on the purchasing entity and what
problems are to be solved with this purchase

•

Rules for the process: Deadlines, contact
information, how to submit questions about
RFP requirements and how they will be
answered and numerous disclaimers

•

A precise definition of the products and
services to be purchased
o This will often include things like specific
features that the buyer is looking for, such
as a CRS RFP might ask about “Able to book
multiple rooms under one name or under
multiple names in a single transaction”
o Also, will include quantitative information
such as number of properties and rooms to
be serviced, number of employees to train
by category; A CRM system RFP might state
“The membership database currently holds
1.5 million householded records growing at
15-20% annually”
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o The required services will also include
Service Level Agreements detailing
response times for responding to and
resolving defects
o Delineation of one-time costs (training and
installation services for example) and
recurring costs (monthly SaaS fees for
license, hosting and support)
o Also, to which incumbent systems the new
system will be required to interface, such as
a PMS RFP might list the make and version
of the property’s existing; Key, Credit Card,
Point-of-Sale, etc.
A sophisticated RFP for a major system purchased
at the enterprise level will be large and complex
document. Buyers should recognize that responding
to an RFP is a time-consuming and costly effort for the
responding vendors. Therefore, the scale and
difficulty of responding to the RFP should be
commensurate with the size of the opportunity for
the bidders in respect of their time and opportunity
costs.
An RFP for a brand-level CRS will be and should be
lengthy, detailed and complex. If one is buying an
F&B POS for a single hotel with three outlets, you
might still use an RFP, but the scale and complexity
should be dialed down to match the sales value to the
vendors. Keeping the length and difficulty of the RFP
to scale benefits the buyer as well: Once you get the
proposals in, you have then to evaluate and score
them.
We favor a mix of quantitative and qualitative
evaluation techniques. On the qualitative side, you
can assign point values and weights to requirements
in the RFP and calculate a numerical score that will
give you a basis to compare the proposals.
Qualitative evaluations might include did they adhere
to the stated process? Was the proposal clearly
written, with basics of careful writing shown? Were
images and screenshots clear, legible and fit for
purpose?
And of course, there is price. We generally counsel
our clients to consider price ‘a’ factor and not ‘the’

factor. A well-constructed RFP will include a
worksheet with sufficient detail to estimate all costs
of the acquisition, noting that a system purchase with
significant custom software development will at best
yield a cost-range at this point. However, different
vendors, different business models and different
applications will oftentimes yield different responses
in a pricing worksheet. So, it is the evaluator’s
challenge to produce a pricing analysis that truly
compares apples to apples instead of okra to apricots.
Adjustments, interpolations and calculating the timevalue of money are all tools that enable that fair
comparison.
The RFP has some close relatives, Request for
Information (RFI) and Request for Quotation (RFQ).
An RFI will usually not really deal with price and not
contain as much detail about the requirements. The
RFI is a good tool to use to go learn and understand
what is in the marketplace before crafting the full
RFP. Another appropriate use of the RFI is to prequalify vendors to receive the RFP. A short and simple
RFI can ensure that only qualified bidders receive the
actual RFP.
The RFQ is appropriate for situations where the
requirements are well-known and documentable,
and the focus is on the price quote. A bulk keycard
purchase for a brand would be a good use for an RFQ.
So, the hotelier has several tools at hand to help
them make the right purchase decision. Crafting the
right RFP for the purchase at hand goes a long way to
making the right decision in a fair and traceable
manner. It is a strong tool and a powerful process
when well-executed. Given that most system
purchases are high-cost, high-impact and you have
them for many years, investing in the RFP process
appropriately is the right investment. 
First Published at HNN as a three-part series.
Mark Haley and Mark Hoare are Partners at Prism Hospitality
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